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Notes on visit to ASUT..AB; Neuchatel, S't..ritzerland, June 18, 1980 

ASULAB, a su?sidiary of ASUAG, has been engaged in. a Hydrogen maser 

developm~nt program, 't..rit}f a goal of possible. commercial production. 

ASULAB is affiliated 't..rith Oscilloquartz:, · a producer of ~ 'tvide range of 

frequency standards, including state-of~the-art · crystal oscillators . 

Oscilloquartz is a sister company· of FTS in. Danvers, }mss . 

During my visit to A:SuLI\B on June lB, I spoke w·ith B. Schlueter, 

Director of Oscilloquartz, and Dr. G. Busca who is in charge of the small 

group at ASULAB l.rorking on the maser project. Tt.ro masers have been built 

and are in operation . The first is an improved versio.n of the infamous old 

Varian "R-10". The second, · developed in collaboration 't..rith Harry Peters, is 

essentially a copy of the unit Peters developed ~t Goddard, and currently 
. . . 

in use at various -NASA sites. Because the R-10· is ackno-.;.rledged to be 

significantly poorer than the "NASA" maser, and only one "NASA". maser is nm.:i 

operating, performance .specifications are not available; although it is claimed 

that comparisons with crystal and Cs standards reproduc:e their .knmm stab;i.lities 

on short (1 sec) and long (100 sec) term compar~sons respectively. · 

Two ne•.r "NASA" masers are being built and are e>..-pected to be in operation 

by Octover, 1980. One ·of these 't-lill be ·compared 't..rith the existing unit to 

establish performance specifications. The other 't-rill be " sold" to the Hettzell 

satellit(:! tracking station in sorithern Germany 'tvhere it .will be used to 

~ni~1ate ~ -· se~i~~ · qf v{Br obs~rv~~ions . "t..rith. · ~the~ Eu~opea~ ant::.e~nas pr.:i,.narily 

for geodetic aP.plication~. . . 
. . 

· -· No . decisi.o~ .appears to hav~ ' b e en · rea~hed on 'tvhethef or' ·not Oscilloq,ja:-r-tz ... ·,. 

'trill manufactu.re fur the~ units. for coiTlElerci'al sales . · .. Schieuter? who aptJa.r~~ntl~ · 

initiated ~he development project, feels that if 20 units pe r year could be 

·sold for 10 years they could sell them f .or $100,000 each. 'Busca, ·on the otil~r 

hand, anticipates a more PlOdest operation Hhich he claims Hould be . comme n.:ially 
.. 

viable if a total of 10 units l-lere sold for SF250,000 (~'..t $150K) . He pointed 

out that ASULAE is a pure research laboratory, and that future commercial 
~ 
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sales do not necessarily need to directly pay the development costs. More-
over, he recognized the very limited market for Hydrogen masers, and so far 
they are aware of about 10 potential VLB and satellite tracking customers. 
Apparently the Swiss are feeling the loss of prestige to Japan in the 
international watch business, and are anxious to advertise "Swiss clocks" 
as the "most accurate in the world". 

The above price estimates may be compared with the latest SAO estimate of 
$315K for one unit and @233K per unit in a production run of 10. In both 
cases there is a reduction in unit cost of about $75K if the receiver system 
is not provided. 

Because Oscilloquartz has already written off the current development 
program as "Basic research", I have the impression that their already heavy 
investment should not necessarily be interpreted as an indication of their 
marketing plans. Based on the performance parameters established from com-
paring their two masers later this year, on the experience gained from the 
"field unit" at Wettzell, and on their assessment of the potential market, a 
decision will be made in early 1981 on whether to market the masers commercially. 
If they do so, they would not go into production until late 1981, with the 
first units being available in late 1982 or early 1983. 

ASULAB is also developing a passive Hydrogen maser which although smaller, 
lighter and simpler to operate, has a stability one to two orders of magnitude 
poorer than a conventional active maser. At the other extreme is an investi-

3 
galiion of cooled Hydrogen masers which use He at 0.3K as coating to obtain a 
perfect "wall", and an improvement of an order of magnitude in stability. 

Oscilloquartz has also developed a new crystal oscillator with a claiir.ed 
-13 -stability Af/f 10 up to 100 seconds. The "breakthrough" has been in 

the use of.a single rather than double oven to prevent oscillations.in oven 
teinperature. 

K. I. Kellermann 
Green Bank 
July 9, 1980 


